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Executive Summary
A large majority of American households live in a state of financial vulnerability. Across
a range of incomes, people struggle to build savings, pay down debt, and manage
irregular cash flows. Even modest savings cushions could help households take care
of unexpected expenses or disruptions in income without relying on costly credit.
But in practice, setting aside savings can be difficult. Making a single deposit or
transfer actually involves multiple steps such as reviewing balances across accounts,
planning for upcoming payments, and making a business-hours trip to the bank or
navigating online banking portals.
Adding to the challenge, work, school, childcare, and other more urgent needs command
much of our active attention. Taking care of these competing priorities can leave little
bandwidth for close tracking of personal finances. As a result, funds that might have gone to
savings may be spent elsewhere and bill payments can be overlooked.
For low- and middle-income families, these limits on attention and bandwidth can be
especially unforgiving. Without resources to course correct, even one financial misstep
can lead to a series of short and long term consequences. At the same time, managing a
precarious financial situation can demand a single-minded focus that sharply reduces the
capacity to tend to other responsibilities.
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Research from the field of behavioral science shows that light-touch interventions can help
address these barriers. For example, changing default settings or bringing financial management
to the forefront of everyday life have had powerful effects on savings activity. The Financial
Health Check (FHC) draws on such insights to offer a new model of scalable support for achieving
financial goals. During a one-time, 30-60 minute phone appointment, specially trained consultants work one-on-one with participants to review monthly budgets and create financial goals.
Consultants then help people set up recurring transfers in support of those goals so that funds
automatically flow to designated savings or debt accounts without further action.
ideas42 partnered with BECU, one of the nation’s largest credit unions, to implement a pilot of
the FHC with BECU members. The program was designed with three main principles in mind:
1.

 Create a moment that fits into people’s lives
ÎÎ As a scheduled appointment, the FHC imposes a concrete timeline for working on
financial goals
ÎÎ The one-time, phone-based format minimizes the burden of participation

2.  Facilitate follow-through in real time
ÎÎ FHC sessions support real-time decision making and action rather than information
sharing
ÎÎ Easy-to-follow guidance breaks the decision-making process into concrete steps
(e.g., budget template to identify cash available, detailed visualization of goals to
help prioritize them)
3.  Make it automatic
ÎÎ A system of automated transfers establishes a new status quo in which funds are
diverted to goals on a recurring schedule
ÎÎ Designated savings accounts with vivid labels separate goal funds from daily spending
and make future benefits stand out
ÎÎ Email or text alerts capture attention when adjustments may be necessary

Executive Summary
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In a rigorous evaluation of the Financial Health Check, we found that participants who had access
to the service posted net savings transactions 34% higher than a control group of peers who did
not have access to appointments. These results, tracked during the 12-month period following
contact, demonstrate the promise of services like the FHC to help families achieve financial resilience. To build on the outcomes of the BECU Financial Health Check pilot, we offer the following
lessons learned.
1. Expand the reach
ÎÎ Explore multiple delivery channels, including in-person and digital platforms, to serve
a wider range of preferences regarding how to connect
ÎÎ Consider offering FHC program elements alongside other customer touchpoints such
as opening new accounts
ÎÎ Market the service through multiple channels to capture the attention of busy families
who may be interested
2. Customize the experience
ÎÎ Create customized tracks for different financial situations such as organizing surplus
funds, managing irregular income streams, or prioritizing debt payments
ÎÎ Match complementary interventions such as commitment devices and prize-linked
savings programs to custom tracks
3. Increase scalability
ÎÎ Use digital modules to create a cost-efficient blend of online and offline components,
reserving consultant time for the most critical moments within the FHC
4. Test new approaches
ÎÎ Rigorously measure the impact of innovations to identify best practices and target
investments wisely

Executive Summary
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Barriers to
Financial Health

Financial Vulnerability in America

Everyday household financial management is a challenge for many families. According
to a national survey fielded by The Center for Financial Services Innovation, as many
as 138 million Americans are struggling financially.1 71% of working adults say it would
be somewhat or very difficult to pay bills if paychecks were delayed by one week,2
and household debt balances have increased to aggregate levels higher than those
seen during the Great Recession.3 Long term financial security is just as tenuous.
Almost a third of adults report having no retirement savings at all.4 These numbers
suggest that families across a range of incomes struggle with core aspects of financial
resilience, from savings to debt reduction and cash flow management.
A close look at the context of household finances reveals why financial insecurity is so
prevalent. Unemployment rates in the U.S. have recovered after the Great Recession and
are now at a level below the pre-crisis period. But income streams are often irregular and
unpredictable, in part because more employers leverage dynamic staffing models and
workers engage in the so-called gig economy.5 Spending varies widely as well.6 Utility
and phone bills depend on usage, costs such as tuition or travel change by season, and
unpredictable shocks cause spikes throughout the year. This volatility in income and
expenses makes it more difficult to manage household finances or meet unexpected needs
in the near term, even if annual income can cover expenses in the aggregate.

FinancialVulnerability
America
Barriers
to Financial in
Health
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Behavioral Challenges
For many households, a savings cushion (even a small one) can help prevent disruption from
economic shocks and ongoing volatility in incomes and expenses. Studies show that the
likelihood of experiencing a hardship such as eviction, missed housing or utility payments, or
reliance on public benefits begins to fall at savings levels of just $250-749.7 In fact, research
suggests that engaging in savings behavior can boost financial resilience even while holding
income constant.1
Even though savings are an important component of financial heath, behavioral challenges can
prevent households from taking appropriate action. When people are asked directly to reflect
on their financial security, many acknowledge they are “unprepared for the unexpected” and
report worrying about their lack of savings. 8 But most of the time, managing one’s finances is not
top of mind. 9 Work, school, childcare, and other more urgent needs monopolize attention in the
day-to-day. Meanwhile, there is no clear deadline for saving for the future. Unpredictable cash
flows can complicate decisions of how much and when to save. And seemingly small hassles like
getting to the bank to make a deposit – after work, before the branch closes, and perhaps with
young children in tow – can prove difficult to overcome. As a result, people can struggle to set
aside much-needed savings. Likewise, making on-time payments can turn out to be surprisingly
challenging, with due dates completely slipping by even when funds are readily available.
When finances are not closely managed, households may lose money to unnecessary transaction costs. For example, without savings on hand, people may need to rely on credit cards for
unexpected expenses, incurring high interest payments that further crowd out savings. Poorly
timed payments can result in costly overdrafts or late fees.
Research shows that light-touch interventions using reminders and default settings can powerfully influence savings behavior. Simple text messages can help keep financial management on
the radar, encouraging people to stick to savings goals and make on-time payments.10 When
employers change default settings to automatically enroll people into retirement plans (with clear
paths to opt out if desired), they leverage a common bias toward inaction and plan participation
jumps significantly.11 Behavioral insights such as these can help practitioners design financial
services that are cost-effective, reach a wide range of families, and lead to meaningful gains in
financial resilience.

Barriers to Financial Health
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The Financial
Health Check

Existing solutions in the field of financial counseling and advisory services typically
cater to either the most affluent or the most financially vulnerable, leaving a gap for the
vast majority of American households. High-touch investment advisors and money
managers navigate complex decision-making on behalf of the wealthy. For low- and
moderate-income Americans, financial counseling services are often focused on
dealing with financial crises or debt consolidation. In recent years, financial counseling
programs have expanded their reach and often make use of action-oriented
approaches such as goal setting or plan making.12 While these developments move
in the right direction, the structure of many programs leaves clients to take care of
critical steps on their own. With significant time and resources already dedicated to
attending coaching sessions, the additional follow-up of opening accounts, executing
transfers each month, and monitoring cash flows remain behavioral barriers to action.
Drawing upon behavioral science insights, the Financial Health Check (FHC) offers a new
model of one-on-one, scalable support for the many American households who face barriers
to taking action on their financial lives. During a one-time, 30-60 minute session, specially
trained consultants help participants make concrete decisions related to increasing savings
and reducing debt. Together, they review monthly budgets and future needs, specifying
how much cash can be set aside for different financial goals. They then set up automatic,
recurring transfers that regularly move money to designated savings or debt accounts. Email
and text alerts prompt people to adjust spending and saving levels if necessary.

The Financial Health Check
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ideas42 partnered with BECU, one of the nation’s largest credit unions, to adapt and test an
earlier pilot of the FHC for a phone-based, lighter-touch delivery channel.13 We offered financial
health checks to a randomly chosen group of BECU members and, during the 12 months following
contact, found a marked increase in their savings behavior. In particular, FHC participants made
more savings deposits and set aside more money, ultimately achieving 34% higher net savings
transactions than peers who were also interested in working on financial goals but did not have
access to the service.



Financial Health Check Participants Outpace Peers in Savings Behaviors
BECU members who were invited to participate in the FHC engaged in more savings activity in the 12
months following contact than a control group of peers who were not offered appointments

 33.9%
Net savings transactions
(deposits minus withdrawals)

 4.7%
Number of savings deposits

 11.5%
Dollars deposited

Although we do not see robust effects on month-end balances, engaging in savings activity is
likely a critical first step to building financial resilience over time. Analysis from the U.S. Financial
Diaries suggests that balances do not capture important behavior related to short term savings
and usage.14 Many families who set aside funds expect to draw from savings within six months
or a year. While balances may be slow to grow, saving for the short term can nonetheless help
households manage volatile cash flows and reduce reliance on debt.
By helping members take action to improve their financial situations, BECU is fulfilling a mission
of building member financial health and, by extension, the financial health of the credit union.
Operationally, measuring the impact of this new approach to financial counseling equips BECU
to decide how best to deploy credit union resources in service of member needs.

The Financial Health Check
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Personalized Support for a Range of Needs
As FHC consultants spoke one-on-one with members, they had the opportunity to engage in candid,
personal conversations about members’ lives and the challenges of prioritizing financial goals. Some
people were in transition and going back to school, starting a business, or separating from a marriage.
Others admitted that working on their finances had been haunting to-do lists for months with little
progress. A consistent theme was that the need to juggle multiple responsibilities often limited
household financial management to only the most short-term or urgent matters (today’s bills).
These constraints on attention and bandwidth can be especially difficult for families who don’t have
the resources to course correct after financial missteps. Even minor events can have serious repercussions. For example, running just a couple days late on a payment can trigger fees that then need to be
covered with interest-bearing credit. Managing financial situations with such little room for error can
demand a single-minded focus that sharply reduces the capacity to tend to other responsibilities. 15
To support families struggling with these constraints, BECU targeted part of its outreach for Financial
Health Checks to low- and middle-income (LMI) households. During FHC appointments, consultants
helped members clarify – given each household’s particular circumstances – how much to put aside for
financial goals. Setting up automated transfers during the session itself then eliminated many ongoing
tasks for managing to save. Even at modest levels, this approach to building savings could help families
avoid disruption after financial shocks while also reducing the stress of managing complex financial
situations.
In some instances, consultants surfaced unmet needs for specialized help such as debt consolidation
or credit counseling. Notably, a number of these conversations involved higher income households
whose account history showed no clear signs of financial vulnerability. The Financial Health Check
gave BECU team members the opportunity to direct families to trusted affiliates for in-depth support.
In internal surveys, consultants emphasized the value of these connections, saying they gave BECU
“the ability to really advocate for our members on a deeper level.”

The Financial Health Check
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Design Principles

The BECU Financial Health Check was offered – free of charge – to a randomly
selected group of credit union members. Interested members opted into participation.
The session format included the following elements:
ÎÎ One-time, 30-60 minute session
ÎÎ Confidential, one-on-one conversation
ÎÎ Delivered over the phone by specially-trained BECU employees
ÎÎ Focused on building liquid savings and reducing high-interest credit card debt
The session was designed with three main principles in mind:
1.  Create a moment that fits into people’s lives
2.  Facilitate follow-through in real time
3.  Make it automatic

Design Principles
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 Create a moment that fits into people’s lives
 ousehold financial management often consists of handling today’s bills and priorities while
H
juggling multiple other responsibilities at home and work. If asked, most people would
acknowledge they ought to be saving more or paying closer attention to expenses, and many
genuinely want to follow through on these practices.16 However, there is usually no urgent trigger
– and sometimes very little bandwidth – to act on overarching financial goals. People can easily
overlook important financial tasks or postpone them as they run into complex decisions and
burdensome actions.

FHC User Flows



The FHC user flow began with email outreach and included touch points to support preparation and
attendance. Process steps include:





BECU Emails
Randomly Selected Members
about the FHC Pilot




Member Completes
Budget Worksheet



Member Responds
to Invitation




BECU Sends
Appointment Confirmation
and Budget Worksheet




BECU Sends
Personalized Reminders
3 days Before Appointment
and Day Before Appointment




At Scheduled Time,
BECU Consultant Calls
Member and Conducts FHC

To address these challenges, the FHC creates a specific moment for members to work toward
financial goals while minimizing the burden of participation. The structure of a dedicated
appointment imposes a deadline and the one-time, phone-based format reduces the time and
effort required. Most sessions take less than an hour to complete. Personalized appointment
reminders are sent by phone or email, depending on member preferences. When members are
unable to connect at scheduled times, consultants reach out to set up new appointments.
During the pilot, we continued to adjust the FHC to fit into people’s lives. For example, 12% of
members who tried to set up an FHC could not schedule an appointment during the workweek.
In response, BECU extended service hours to offer evening and weekend sessions. By contrast,
multi-session engagements may require people to travel to counseling centers, miss work, or
find extra childcare. Faced with these challenges, even highly motivated people may still need
to skip sessions and miss key content.
SUMMARY POINTS
ĥĥ As a scheduled appointment, the FHC imposes a concrete timeline for working on financial goals
ĥĥ The one-time, phone-based format minimizes the burden of participation

Design Principles
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 Facilitate follow-through in real time
The Financial Health Check focuses on supporting real-time decisions
and actions rather than conveying information, assigning “homework,”
or merely discussing financial situations. For example, many people
have high-level goals such as “saving more,” but uncertainty around how
much to save, when to time transactions, and which accounts to use can
derail next steps. Consultants help members step through these granular
and practical decisions so they can take action right away and begin
working toward financial goals before the call ends. Meanwhile, informational topics are covered only briefly. Rather than walking members
through their credit reports, for example, consultants share a one-pager
on reading credit reports with interested members after the call.

“

I don’t have a lot
of money, and I’m
wondering how I can
save. I had no idea
that you could set
up separate savings
accounts and set up
automatic transfers
into them. That’s
amazing!”
—FHC Participant

Before the live portion of the FHC, we ask members to complete a
specially designed budget worksheet that clarifies what actions they
can take toward financial goals. For loans in repayment, the worksheet
prompts members to gather information on interest rates and balances
as well as current monthly payments. Space for variable and “one-off”
expenses like gifts, repairs, and annual travel helps people more
accurately consider categories they may otherwise underestimate
because each individual charge feels like an isolated, low-frequency
event.17 As members complete their budgets, the worksheet automatically calculates a running total of cash available for goals. To make the
exercise feel as manageable as possible, we flag that completing the
worksheet will take about 15 minutes, ask that members to simply “do
as much as you can,” and remind them that one-on-one help will be
available during the FHC call. Completing even a portion of this work
in advance reduces the time spent on the phone and may help boost
follow-through since people who take a small first step toward financial
goals are more likely to take additional steps in the same direction.18
During FHC calls, goal-setting activities move the member towards
actionable steps. Consultants work with members to confirm the “cash
available” figure from the budget worksheet, double-checking and
refining it as necessary. Consultants then help members allocate these
funds to different goals and choose appropriate products for each one.
For example, to address high-interest credit card debt, consultants and
members jointly review payments and terms across several credit cards
at once, identifying opportunities for higher monthly payments and
faster pay-offs. Pre-approved members have the option to complete
balance transfers on the spot if more favorable BECU loan products are
available.
On the savings side, consultants help members set goals by specifying
needs and timelines. Clearly articulating goals such as “$700 for plane
tickets to visit relatives at Thanksgiving” or “$5,000 for a down payment

Design Principles
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on a car next year” helps members visualize tradeoffs and clarify dollar
targets. This vivid expression also makes savings goals personal and
tangible, boosting the likelihood of achievement. 9
SUMMARY POINTS
ĥĥ F
 HC sessions support real-time decision making and action rather than
information sharing
ĥĥ E
 asy-to-follow guidance breaks the decision-making process into
concrete steps (e.g., budget template to identify cash available, detailed
visualization to help prioritize across competing goals)

“

It’s great that I can
set up automatic
transfers directly
[into a money
market account].
If I put it there, I
won’t touch it. I now
feel empowered to
take control of my
finances.”
—FHC Participant

 Make it automatic
Once members have articulated financial goals, the culminating step
of the FHC session is directly taking action on either savings or debt
payment – and, when possible, setting up the action to recur in the
future without further effort. To harness the power of automaticity, 9 FHC
consultants help members set up a personalized system of recurring
transfers. Making a deposit or payment can easily slip one’s mind – or,
more often, the thought may surface in the middle of the night or during
a long commute only to be forgotten later. Rather than take on the task
of remembering and executing a series of transactions every month,
members can simply specify the amount, frequency, and start date of



Trust Matters
Trust is a crucial element of financial coaching relationships, often developed
through multiple sessions and in-person interactions. By promoting a
framework of partnership in every touch point, FHC consultants are able to
establish trust with members despite having only one live interaction. For
example, the very first email about the FHC pilot was framed as an appeal
to help BECU decide whether to offer one-on-one services for working
on financial goals. It was signed by the organization’s Vice President of
Cooperative Affairs and, in line with all credit union communications,
referred to users not as customers or clients but as “members.” This framing
reflects BECU’s mission-mindedness and strong sense of community.
Follow-up communications with members interested in the FHC service
were always personalized and signed by an individual team member. During
sessions, consultants who previously worked in the call center or salesoriented departments adopted a mental model of the FHC as a “different
kind of call” with the distinct goal of boosting financial resilience for
members. BECU fostered this context by stripping all sales metrics and the
length of call times from employee evaluations – with compensation structures adjusted accordingly.

Design Principles
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each automatic transfer. They can also direct transfers to an unlimited
number of nicknamed “subaccounts” within the main BECU savings
account. By recalling personal goals and clearly earmarking funds, this
feature can reinforce people’s tendency to think in “mental accounts.”19
While a generic $50 sum can easily be spent without much consideration, most people would be more careful with funds they’ve set aside
for “Johnny’s school expenses.”
A system of automated transfers and payments establishes a new
status quo in which funds are automatically diverted to savings or debt
accounts. Members can withdraw savings or cancel payments at any
time, but once recurring transfers are in place, the easiest and most
likely course of action actually promotes savings and debt reduction.
As a safeguard, recurring transfers are paired with tailored alerts, which
trigger emails and/or texts if unexpected expenses or changes in income
result in low balances. These alerts keep non-routine cash flows top
of mind 20 and help members take appropriate action, such as moving
money from savings to checking accounts or cutting back on spending
after large expenses.

“

I am currently not
saving successfully.
Automatic savings
transfers will really
help me save. If the
transfer happens
right after my deposit
goes in then that
makes it thoughtless.
Then it’s just like
paying another bill,
or receiving a little
smaller paycheck.”
—FHC Participant

SUMMARY POINTS
ĥĥ A
 system of automated transfers establishes a new status quo in which
funds are diverted to goals on a recurring schedule
ĥĥ D
 esignated savings accounts with vivid labels separate goal funds from
daily spending and make future benefits more salient
ĥĥ Email or text alerts capture attention when adjustments may be necessary



Staffing the FHC
BECU recruited FHC consultants internally, drawing mainly from call center
staff members who were already equipped to help members navigate BECU
accounts. Because sessions focused on facilitating decisions and actions
related to building liquid savings, consultants did not need specialized
training on topics such as debt consolidation or retirement planning. Instead,
consultants went through training on common behavioral barriers to acting
on financial goals and tactics for overcoming them with design features of
the FHC.
If members raised topics outside the scope of the FHC, consultants
addressed immediate questions and referred members to more appropriate BECU product teams or resources after the session. While these leads
generated some revenue for BECU, the primary goal was always to connect
members with the products and services they needed at that moment in
time to improve their financial situations.

Design Principles
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Designing for Behavioral Barriers to Financial Resilience
Barriers

Contextual Features

Design Features

What we end up doing –
despite best intentions

Why we do it – usually a trigger
in our physical or mental environment

How to overcome it – applying behavioral
principles to work in our favor

We don’t prioritize the time
to set aside savings or
work on financial goals

We selectively focus on the most prominent aspects
of our environment while ignoring or unintentionally
missing others. While our attention is regularly
captured by work, school, childcare, and other urgent
needs, finances are usually not top of mind

Inviting members to participate in the FHC brings
finances to the forefront

We put off complex
decisions and unpleasant
actions

Even significant benefits like having an emergency
fund feel distant and abstract, while the burden of
setting financial goals, creating budgets, and working
through administrative hurdles feels immediate. These
actions can be time consuming, cognitively taxing,
and intimidating

Scheduling an FHC imposes a concrete timeline for
working on financial goals

A protective reflex leads us to avoid or ignore
negative information and ambiguity. If we’re juggling
many accounts, dealing with unstable cash flows, or
facing low balances, we may want to shy away from
dealing with finances at all
We start working on our
financial goals but never
complete key steps

Small hurdles like tracking down passwords or setting
up online accounts make it difficult to move forward.
When confronted with these upfront demands on our
time and attention, we often put off next steps or get
completely derailed

Easy-to-follow guidance breaks the decision-making
process into concrete steps (e.g., budget template)
Specially trained consultants provide real-time help
in a confidential, one-on-one setting

Action items are completed with live support and
accountability

The consequence of postponing financial decisions/
actions feels unclear and distant. For example,
emergencies may or may not come up soon

Design Principles
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Barriers

Contextual Features

Design Features

What we end up doing –
despite best intentions

Why we do it – usually a trigger
in our physical or mental environment

How to overcome it – applying behavioral
principles to work in our favor

We underestimate irregular
expenses

We think of each irregular expense as a special,
one-off purchase. For example, our best friend
only gets married once in a lifetime. As a result, we
underestimate the frequency of all irregular purchases
and are willing to splurge on each. In reality, the
chances of incurring any given “special” expense
are quite high. As one member put it, “It’s always
somebody’s birthday, or someone is getting married
or having a baby”

Specific prompts in the budget worksheet encourage
members to consider several types of irregular
expenses across monthly, quarterly, and annual
timeframes

Often, we can’t take action in the moment we
remember to do something (e.g., in the middle of the
night or while driving through traffic)

Savings transfers and debt payments are automated,
creating a system that helps us work toward goals by
default, and extra effort is required if we choose to
deviate from plans

We forget to pay bills
or make deposits

Later, our attention is diverted as we focus on
what’s in front of us, rather than what’s most
important
We spend our goal money
elsewhere

We have limited attention to devote to tracking cash
flows over time, so we may not realize we are off-track
on financial goals
We change our minds last minute, often prioritizing
current benefits over future benefits
We forget about our goals from time to time

Consultants probe for underestimated budget
areas when projected cash flows seem too high to
members
Email/text alerts about large expenses help keep
special cases top of mind so that members can make
adjustments

Email or text alerts capture attention when action is
required
Designated savings accounts separate goal funds
from daily spending
Savings accounts have vivid labels to make future
benefits more salient
A system of automated transfers eliminates the need
to remember, while alerts signal when action is
needed

Design Principles
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Results

Even with minimal advertising and modest take-up rates, the FHC increases savings
activity. Results of a randomized controlled trial show that, in the 12-month period
after contact, BECU members who were invited to schedule financial health checks
made 4.7% more savings deposits than peers who were also interested in working
on financial goals but not given access to appointments. This group deposited
11.5% more money into BECU savings accounts and, with no measurable change in
withdrawals, ended up with 33.9% higher net savings transactions (deposits minus
withdrawals) over the course of one year. At the 12-month mark, data also show a
14.8% boost in month-end savings balances, but the quarterly trend for this outcome
was not steady and this measure is less reliable.
Savings activity was even more pronounced for the subgroup of members who not only had
access to appointments but actually completed a session. During the 12 months following
contact, members who attended FHC sessions made an average of 37.7 deposits into
BECU savings accounts. The average sum of deposits over this time was $2,440. Taking
withdrawals into account, net deposits totaled $2,632 on average.21
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Because session attendees may represent the most motivated or well positioned of those who
were offered appointments, we cannot directly compare their results to the savings behavior of
members who did not have access to financial health checks or those who did not take advantage
of them (see “Measuring Impact through a Randomized Controlled Trial” below). For this reason,
the charts below do not show separate outcomes for this subgroup. Instead, changes in financial
health for session attendees have been averaged with results for all members who had access
to FHC sessions, and benchmarked against financial health metrics of members who did not
receive program access. Despite limitations for impact measurement, tracking the financial
outcomes of session attendees can provide a sense of “best case” targets, driving improvements in content and delivery.
For BECU, these results indicate a promising increase in member financial health and demonstrate the potential of financial service providers to help families make positive changes in
financial behavior. BECU has established a dedicated team of Financial Health Check specialists
to make FHC sessions available to its full member base. The team will serve an additional 1,400
members by the end of 2017. Through this rollout and related initiatives, BECU is building on
lessons from the FHC pilot to improve the effectiveness of behavioral levers and find new paths
to scale.

Results
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Measuring Impact through a Randomized Controlled Trial
In order to measure the impact of the FHC on member financial resilience, we deployed this pilot
through a randomized controlled trial (RCT). Members who demonstrated interest in the FHC were
randomly divided into treatment and control groups with only the treatment group receiving access
to the service. Comparing these two groups allows us to evaluate the impact of the FHC, rather than
simply measure the financial outcomes of motivated members who volunteer for support. Highlights
of the RCT set-up are below, with details available in the technical appendix.
We reached out to BECU members by email
to let them know that BECU was considering a
new service offering and asking if they would be
interested in one-on-one help for financial goals



We focused on the members who responded
with positive interest in the new service. Of this
group, half were randomly invited to participate in the pilot phase of the FHC, and half
were simply invited to stay tuned for a potential
rollout of the service






We conducted sessions from August 2015 - May
2016 and tracked financial outcomes monthly
from July 2015 to June 2017
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Lessons Learned
The BECU Financial Health Check pilot demonstrates the potential to increase muchneeded savings activity through a phone-based, lighter touch financial counseling
session. Savings – even short term cushions that are relatively small – can offer
powerful protection from volatile cash flows. But behavioral barriers such as limited
attention, procrastination, and present bias often derail intentions to save or work
toward other financial goals. Targeted assistance can help a broad range of families
overcome such barriers.
Going forward, expanding the behavioral principles of the FHC to new delivery channels
and/or new touch points in the consumer journey could increase participation. Combining
features of this program with other proven interventions such as prize-linked savings22 or
commitment devices23 could multiply impact even further. At scale, services like the FHC can
help a broad range of households reduce debt and build savings. Meanwhile, comprehensive
financial counseling programs could allocate more resources to families who need in-depth,
holistic support or help on special topics such as debt consolidation, investments, or home
ownership. With continued innovation and rigorous evaluation, practitioners can develop
evidence-based, scalable solutions to help more households achieve financial resilience.
We conclude with a set of lessons learned that can inform the creation and improvement of
services like the FHC.
1. Expand the reach
ÎÎ Explore multiple delivery channels. The phone-based format of this pilot eliminated
the need for travel and while still creating a dedicated moment to work toward financial
goals. However, more can be done to fit services like the FHC into people’s lives. Multiple

Recommendations
Lessons
Learned
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delivery channels, including in-person and digital platforms, would serve a wider range
of preferences regarding how to connect
ÎÎ Explore multiple points of entry. Offering FHC program elements alongside other
programs or services could lead to further increases in reach and efficiency. For example,
parts of the FHC could be incorporated into user experiences such as joining a credit
union, marking a member anniversary, or opening new accounts related to either savings
or borrowing.
ÎÎ Expand marketing efforts. Recruitment efforts for our pilot originally consisted of one
initial email and one follow-up email. When we expanded outreach beyond emails, 18%
of outbound calls resulted in appointments. This suggests that limited marketing may not
reach many people who are interested in services like the FHC. Additional outreach, with
targeted delivery channels and/or points of entry as described above, could capture the
attention of busy families and significantly boost the number of participants.

2. Customize the Experience
ÎÎ Create customized tracks for different financial contexts. Our pilot revealed a number
of common financial situations related to increasing savings and paying down debt. For
example, some people have steady income and a monthly surplus that can be saved, but
need help organizing their accounts and explicitly setting funds aside so savings aren’t
used elsewhere. Others need help managing income that fluctuates each month, and
still others need to prioritize debt payments before saving more aggressively. Creating
customized tracks for each of these contexts could make sessions both more efficient
and more effective.
ÎÎ Match complementary interventions to custom tracks. Members in certain tracks may
benefit from additional interventions. For example, those who want to reduce expenses
might be interested in commitment devices that help them restrict their spending options.
Members with spikes in income may want to try a short term “savings binge.” Prize-linked
savings or personalized follow-up might encourage others to establish or recommit to
automated transfers.

3. Increase Scalability
ÎÎ Blend online and offline components. Parts of the Financial Health Check can be adapted
for digital modules. For example, participants could complete a budget worksheet and
self-assessment online to identify relevant action steps. Consultants could then provide
live support for establishing automated systems as members open new accounts, set
up transfers, and tailor alerts. This approach would redirect consultant time to the most
critical moments within the FHC, reducing costs and increasing scalability.

4. Test New Approaches
ÎÎ Measure impact with rigorous methodologies. As practitioners continue to launch,
refine, and adapt services like the Financial Health Check, a continued focus on measuring
impact will help the field identify best practices and target investments.

Lessons Learned
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Technical Appendix
Background
The Financial Health Check (FHC) is a one-time, phone-based financial coaching
session designed by ideas42 that helps consumers address behavioral barriers
to action and achieve financial goals. The intervention offers consumers real-time
support to identify financial goals, estimate monthly cash available, and automate
transactions that help build savings and/or reduce debt. With funding from MetLife
Foundation, ideas42 and the Boeing Employees Credit Union (BECU) in Washington
State partnered to implement the FHC and conduct a randomized controlled trial to
measure its impact.

Intervention Details
The FHC is a modified financial coaching session delivered over the phone by a trained
BECU employee (“FHC Consultant”). The one-time, 30-60 minute appointment focuses on
helping members of the credit union build liquid savings and reduce high-interest credit
card debt.
Participants were randomized into treatment and control groups after expressing interest
in one-on-one support for achieving financial goals. Only those in the treatment group had
access to the FHC service. Members who signed up for an appointment received a budget
worksheet to complete in advance of the call (see below). The budget worksheet helps
members estimate monthly income, expenses, and savings and auto-calculates totals. It
prompts members to consider regular, variable, and “one-off” expenses like gifts, repairs,
and annual travel as well as monthly loan repayments and total debt amounts.
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At the scheduled appointment time, an FHC consultant called the member, verified his/her identity,
and conducted the FHC using an Excel-based tool called the FHC Navigator to capture data. The
Navigator includes talking points and key questions to guide the conversation. During sessions, FHC
Consultants also had access to systems that allowed them to view member accounts and mirror online
banking sessions. Main sections of the FHC include:
ÎÎ Financial goals
ÎÎ High interest and/or priority debts
ÎÎ Savings habits and balances
ÎÎ Budgets, using numbers prepared in advance by members
ÎÎ Setting up automatic debt payments and / or savings transfers
ÎÎ Setting up tailored alerts
ÎÎ Planning for next steps, if needed
Technical support specialists were available to join the call if needed, and referrals to other departments
such as mortgage and investment services were made upon request. Consultants would either transfer
members to other departments at the end of the call, or file requests for staff in other departments to
reach out to members directly.
Members received follow-up emails thanking them for their participation and reviewing call topics at a
high level. If applicable, notes on next steps were also shared.
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Budget Worksheet
My appointment is on ______________

BECU Financial Health Check
Monthly Budget Worksheet

at ___ : ___ AM / PM

Please complete this 15-minute, interactive budget worksheet
1) Type in your estimates to auto-calculate totals
2) Don't forget to save or print so you have this worksheet handy during your FHC appointment

A

Option

Use Money Manager Totals

Is BECU your primary ﬁnancial institution? You can use Money Manager to track income and spending, create budgets, and much more.
• Log into your BECU account
• Click on Money Manager, next to BECU Accounts & Loans
• Click on "Spending" to see average income and spending ﬁgures for your BECU accounts
• You just need the 2 estimates below for your FHC, but feel free to edit categories and explore the budgeting tools if you’d like

Average Income (Last 90 Days)

-

Average Spending (Last 90 Days)

=



Option to pull
from BECU online
budgeting tool

Average Monthly Cash Available

$ 0.00

B

Option

Estimate Your Budget

Income and Other Money In

(Enter E

(Adjust if Needed)

1

x a Month =

2. Partner's Pay

Tax)

1

x a Month =

3. Other Income

Tax)

1

x a Month =

1. My Pay

x)

Total Money In

FOOD &
DINING

AUTO & TRANSPORT

HOME, BILLS & UTILITIES

Spending and Savings

(Enter Es

(Adjust if Needed)

(Totals Will Auto-Calculate)

$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
(Totals Will Auto-Calculate)

Rent/Mortgage

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

Gas

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

Water

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

Waste

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

Electric

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

Cable/internet/phone

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

Other (renter’s insurance, property tax, etc.)

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

Car loan

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

Car insurance

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

Gas and other transit (e.g., taxis)

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

passes
Groceries
out (including lunches, coﬀee, etc.)



Some expenses
are easier to
recall by occasion
— for example,
$80 on groceries
3x a month.
Members can
enter estimates
using this format,
and totals will
auto-calculate
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ENTERTAINMENT
& SHOPPING

FAMILY & PERSONAL CARE

(Enter Es mates)

(Adjust if Needed)

(Totals Will Auto-Calculate)

Kids

1

x a Month =

Pets

1

x a Month =

Household goods (Target, Walmart)

1

x a Month =

Dry cleaning/laundry, hair, other services

1

x a Month =

New clothing and shoes

1

x a Month =

Health & ﬁtness (gym memberships, etc.)

1

x a Month =

Medical insurance

1

x a Month =

Life or other insurance

1

x a Month =

School costs (supplies,

1

x a Month =

Amusement (movies, concerts)

1

x a Month =

Subscrip ons (news, music, etc.)

1

x a Month =

Gi

1

x a Month =

1

x a Month =

and

(weddings, birthdays)

One-oﬀ purchases (repairs, electronics)

$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00



$ 0.00
$ 0.00
$ 0.00

Do you have any monthly loans we haven’t covered yet?
Pay To

My Monthly Payment

(Enter Es mates)

Any other monthly expenses to add?

Minimum Due

Interest Rate

(Adjust if Needed)

Total Amount Owed

(Totals Will Auto-Calculate)

Other

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00

Other

1

x a Month =

$ 0.00
(Average Monthly Cost)

Any expenses you’d like to calculate annually?
Travel and v

1

x a Year

=

$ 0.00

Other

1

x a Year

=

$ 0.00

Other

1

x a Year

=

$ 0.00

Do you transfer any of your take-home pay to other accounts (e.g., separate savings account)?
1 x a Month =
Savings transfer #1
1

Savings transfer #2

Monthly Income

$ 0.00



$ 0.00

Reset

Print

$ 0.00

x a Month =

Monthly Spending and Savings
-

$ 0.00



Monthly Cash Available
=

$ 0.00

Save

Prompts to
consider "one-off"
expenses are
included under
monthly estimates
Prompts to
consider basic
loan information,
in addition to
monthlypayment
amounts, help
members prioritize
across bills and
idenity opportunities to pay down
debt faster
Members use
totals to make
concrete decisions
and take action
on financial goals
during the FHC

Eligibility
BECU compiled a list of 560,161 members, excluding those with any of the following statuses
as of May 26, 2015.
ÎÎ Business account holders, or members who hold small business/commercial accounts but
not their own individual BECU accounts
ÎÎ Secondary account holders, or members who are listed on a joint account but do not hold
their own BECU accounts
ÎÎ Members who hold only an auto-loan generated through a dealership partner
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ÎÎ Account holders under 18 years of age
ÎÎ Ward of the State
ÎÎ Power of Attorney on file
ÎÎ Deceased accounts
ÎÎ Accounts flagged for ID theft
ÎÎ Members who have opted out of email communications (our primary recruitment channel)
ÎÎ Members (including all household members) who participated in our May and June user-testing
sessions
ÎÎ Members (including all household members) with locked or suspended accounts
ÎÎ Members (including all household members) with delinquent accounts
ÎÎ Members (including all household members) involved in bankruptcy proceedings
We then analyzed income data and FICO scores for the remaining members and excluded the additional
groups listed below. These exclusions target highly affluent individuals and individuals in financial
distress, as we believe these members are the least likely to benefit from a Financial Health Check.
ÎÎ Members of households whose total deposits summed by household were less than $0
(3,077 members excluded)
ÎÎ Members of households whose maximum household FICO score was less than 300 (3,899
members excluded)
ÎÎ Members of households in the top decile of total deposits summed by household (more than
$47,410 in total deposits) AND in the top four deciles of maximum household FICO (scores
greater than 778) (45,192 members excluded)

Randomization, Recruitment and Communications
Recruitment efforts started on July 31, 2015. We reached out to eligible participants by email,
asking them to indicate interest in an FHC session. Because of technical constraints, we
were unable to randomize respondents into treatment and control groups at the point they
revealed their interest in the FHC. We therefore randomly pre-assigned all eligible members
to either the treatment or control condition.
Assigning treatment and control eligibility

We randomized our sample at the household level, and stratified on the following dimensions:
ÎÎ Income (mean of all incomes in household)
ÎÎ FICO score (highest score among household members)
We then performed balance checks to confirm that the two groups were balanced on these characteristics (see Table 1 in the “Data Collection and Analysis” section below).
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Assigning batches and sub-batches

Because of constraints on consultant capacity, we needed to divide eligible participants into “batches”
and recruit participants in waves. This was accomplished by randomly assigning participants to one
of ten batches, again stratifying by mean household income and maximum household FICO score.
We performed balance checks to confirm that the batches were balanced. Finally, because call
center capacity was lower than originally anticipated, each batch was broken down further into four
subbatches, which were randomly assigned.

Changes to contact order

By early December, we had contacted and served members from the first four batches. In early
December, we adjusted our batch ordering to prioritize low and middle income families for participation in the FHC. Instead of emailing each batch according to the original sort order, we selected
households making less than $50,800 a year 1 within the current batch (batch 5) and the three following
batches (batches 6-8) and pulled them to the “front of the line” for receiving recruitment emails. When
the LMI populations in batches 5-8 had been contacted, we repeated the LMI prioritization process
for batches 9 and 10. An illustration of this process change is included below. Once we had contacted
all individuals with incomes below $50,800, we then went back and emailed all those with incomes
between $50,800 and $80,000.

Before							After

Recruitment email content

Treatment- and control-eligible individuals received an identical recruitment email letting them know
that BECU was considering a new service which would provide members with one-on-one help for
financial goals. The email asked members to indicate interest in such a service (see below).
Members who clicked “Yes, I’m interested in this service” were directed either to:
1. Control-eligible: a web page soliciting additional preferences for this hypothetical service.
We had no further contact with the control group after completion of this survey.
2. Treatment-eligible: a web page describing the opportunity to participate in a limited pilot
offering of this service. Those who opted into the FHC at this point received the intervention
detailed above.
Low- and moderate-income ranges were determined using FDIC standards, which define low income as less than 50% of the
area median income and moderate income as 50-80% of the area median income. The area median income of $50,800 was
calculated by averaging the 2013 Washington state census estimates for the median incomes in the Puget Sound Region, which
includes King, Kitsap, Pierce, and Snohomish counties.

1
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Members who responded “No, I’m not interested in this service” were directed to a “Thank You” page.
We had no further contact with this group.
Those members who did not click either “Yes” or “No” received one follow-up email with identical
content about the FHC, but with a different subject line (“Want to know if you’re financially healthy?”).
After both initial and follow-up emails were sent out, we divided individuals into treatment and control
groups for data collection. Individuals were assigned to the treatment group if they were treatmenteligible and clicked “yes, interested” in the original or follow-up recruitment email. Individuals were
assigned to the control group if they were control-eligible and clicked “yes, interested.”

FHC Survey
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Changes to emails and additional outreach

One month into the pilot roll-out, we changed the subject line of the initial email to increase open
rates. The original subject line, “Your financial goals: Get one-on-one help from BECU,” was changed
to “Please help us decide an important matter.”
About two months into the roll-out, we added a third choice option (“Yes, but at a later time”) to both
the initial email and the follow-up email (see email below as an example). Both “Yes, definitely” and
“Yes, at a later time” directed participants to a web page offering access to the FHC service.

Original Email						
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Revised Email

In addition to sending recruitment emails, we began following up via phone in January with those
members who had indicated interest (i.e., clicked on “Yes, definitely” or “Yes, at a later time”) but had
not followed through on taking up the service.
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Scheduling Appointments

Because we launched the FHC as a pilot, we scheduled calls manually instead of creating a dedicated
platform. Treatment-eligible members who were interested in the FHC were directed to a web page
inviting them to participate in a limited pilot offering. On this page, members were asked to indicate
their scheduling preferences (see below). 3,559 members completed this step. A BECU employee then
matched members to available appointments according to their preferences and sent personalized
emails with confirmed appointment times. Members had the option of replying to messages by phone
or email to request changes. If members did not reply, consultants assumed they would attend their
sessions as assigned.
About 12% of surveys were returned with the response, “None of these times work for me.” To serve
this group, BECU extended call hours to 7:00 am – 8:00 pm and offered a limited number of Saturday
morning appointments. However, these members sometimes had to wait 3-5 weeks for an evening or
weekend appointment.
By the end of the experimental period (May 2016), we conducted 1,291 Financial Health Check sessions,
with a no-show rate of 64%. See figure below for more information on the number of individuals
contacted and scheduled for FHC sessions.
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Data collection and analysis
We collected monthly data for treatment and control groups, starting the month they indicated
interest in participation.
Our primary outcomes are:
ÎÎ Changes in month-end savings balances
ÎÎ Credit score
Our secondary outcomes are:
ÎÎ Changes in savings account transaction frequency
ÎÎ Changes in the size of savings account transactions
ÎÎ Changes in month-end debt balances
ÎÎ Changes in debt account transaction frequency
ÎÎ Changes in the size of debt account transactions

Methodology

We used ordinary least squares regression in Stata to estimate the effects of the Financial Health Check
on each of the outcome variables. Regressions were run to test effects at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months after
being contacted via email about interest in the FHC, as the closest possible proxy for “months after
treatment.” Treatment participants who ended up completing a session did so on average 1.02 months
after contact, with 93% of completers doing so within the two months after contact. If a participant was
missing data for a specific month-since-contacted, data from the adjacent month was included in order
to minimize attrition due to missing data. Control variables included baseline estimated income and
baseline FICO (both used for stratification) as well as the baseline of the outcome variables.
The following tables include:
ÎÎ Balance table showing baseline values for treatment and control groups
ÎÎ Selection effects table showing differences in baseline values for groups assigned to
treatment, receiving treatment, and electing to set up automatic savings transaction
ÎÎ Descriptive statistics of all outcome variables after 12 months since contact
ÎÎ Intention-to-treat results for all outcome variables at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months after contact
ÎÎ Treatment-on-the-treated results that estimate effects on the full treatment group if all
had received treatment, using assignment to treatment as the instrument in an instrumental variables regression
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Table 1. Balance Table
Variable

Treatment Group

Control Group

P-value3

FICO baseline mean1

713

713

0.96

Community income baseline median2

84,517

85,036

0.31

Savings baseline median

505.04

515.11

0.34

Debt baseline median

3,453.75

3,305.31

0.23

¹ Measures pulled quarterly
² Estimates from market research firm
³ From two-tailed t-tests of difference in means between groups

Table 2. Selection Effects

Treatment

Number in group

Completed FHC

Automatic Transfer3

7,439

1,291

257

FICO baseline mean

713

721***

714

Community income baseline median2

84,517

75,096***

75,228***

Savings baseline median

505.04

659.60***

719.14***

Debt baseline median

3,453.75

3,059.31

3,550.89

1

*** Statistically significantly different from rest of treatment group at p<0.01 threshold, based on two-sample t-test
¹ Measures pulled quarterly
² Estimates from market research firm
³ This group is not statistically significantly different from rest of FHC-completers on any of the listed baseline
measures
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics for outcome variables - 12 months after contact
Entire Sample

Control

Treatment

Variable

Debt

Savings

Mean

Median

SD

Mean

Median

SD

Mean

Median

SD

Month-end savings balance

$6,903.09

$643.09

$27,222.57

$6,893.00

$647.71

$2,7219.63

$6,913.13

$638.94

$27,227.36

Net savings transactions
sum (deposits-withdrawals) 1

$1,307.43

$0.26

$21,527.42

$1,059.07

$0.24

$20,616.35

$1,553.65

$0.27

$22,392.80

Savings deposits sum

$13,494.53

$4,091.98

$35,661.15

$13,184.49

$4,061.54

$34,547.40

$13,801.84

$4,125.05

$36,731.62

Savings deposits count

30.17

22

28.16

29.43

22

25.94

30.91

22

30.18

Savings withdrawals sum

$13,594.80 $4,870.00

$31,615.25

$13,502.66 $4,900

$32,982.22

$13,686.47

$4,835.82

$30,196.28

Savings withdrawals count

19.45

12

22.79

19.34

12

23.31

19.57

13

22.27

FICO

734.64

746

73.27

735.38

747

72.86

733.90

744

73.69

Month-end debt balance

$11,122.46

$3,994.15

$23,430.12

$11,370.79

$3,979.49

$24,149.14

$10,876.31

$3,996.46

$22,696.36

$9,223.16

$3,897.63

$28,396.08

$9,496.53

$4,000.94

$30,872.06

$8,958.68

$3,793.42

$25,778.04

-$1,484.76

$33,880.72

-$4,341.78

-$1,318.59

$37,702.84

-$4,621.70

-$1,586.49

$29,616.74

Debt payments sum

Liquid assets (month-end savings – debt) -$4,482.38
1

¹ E
 xtreme values (top and bottom 1% of observations) winsorized (censored to the 1st and 99th percentile values) due to high variance
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Table 4. Results
Table 4.1a: Intent-to-treat effects at fixed timeframes after contact, with controls for baseline of outcome,
baseline of estimated income, and baseline FICO
3 months after contact

6 months after contact

Outcome Variable
Control Mean

Month-end savings balance log

Savings

P-value

-0.002

$391.51

-$0.78

Net savings transactions sum1

$440.27

$151.36

0.025**

34.38%

Savings deposits sum log

4.37

0.135

0.053*

14.45%

$79.04

$11.42

Savings deposits count

7.91

0.57

0.001***

7.21%

Savings withdrawals sum log

2.19

0.097

0.302

10.19%

$8.94

$0.91

Savings withdrawals count

4.36

0.193

0.123

4.43%

FICO

725.96

-0.39

0.630

Month-end debt balance log

4.97

-0.111

0.391

$144.03

-$46.51

6.41

0.058

$607.89

$36.30

-$5430.33

-$3.47

(dollar terms)

(dollar terms)

(dollar terms)
Debt payments sum log
(dollar terms)

Liquid assets (month-end savings – debt) 1

0.963

% changes

5.97

(dollar terms)

Debt

Coeff

0.327

0.993

-0.20%

N

Coeff

0.046

$304.90

$14.35

11,092

$606.28

11,065

% changes

N

4.71%

11,270

$226.69

0.035**

37.39%

11,167

5.83

0.081

0.197

8.44%

11,144

$340.36

$28.72

11,065

15.05

0.64

0.004**

4.25%

11,144

12,529

4.23

0.038

0.670

3.87%

12,574

$68.72

$2.66

12,529

8.84

0.110

0.551

1.24%

12,574

-0.05%

8,213

724.77

-0.88

0.295

-0.12%

8,860

-32.29%

3,607

4.94

-0.021

0.866

-58.52%

4,202

$139.77

-$81.80

7.26

0.015

0.786

1.51%

3,395

$1,422.26

$21.49

-$5,112.59

-$164.20

0.701

3.21%

4,191

0.06%

5.72

P-value

0.325

5.97%

9,576

Control Mean

3,239

3,597

* = p<0.10 significance; ** = p<0.05 significance; *** = p<0.01 significance
¹ Extreme values (top and bottom 1% of observations) winsorized (censored to the 1st and 99th percentile values) due to high variance
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Table 4.1b: Intent-to-treat effects at fixed timeframes after contact, with controls for baseline of outcome,
baseline of estimated income, and baseline FICO
9 months after contact

12 months after contact

Outcome Variable
Control Mean

Month-end savings balance log

Savings

P-value

0.002

$265.07

$0.53

Net savings transactions sum1

$640.66

$207.92

0.143

32.45%

Savings deposits sum log

6.72

0.083

0.150

8.65%

$828.82

$71.73

Savings deposits count

23.28

0.99

0.000***

4.25%

Savings withdrawals sum log

5.58

0.035

0.673

3.56%

$265.07

$9.44

Savings withdrawals count

13.22

-0.003

0.989

-0.02%

FICO

733.44

-2.35

0.012**

Month-end debt balance log

4.79

0.071

0.583

$120.30

-$108.83

7.77

0.016

$2,368.47

$38.20

-$5,175.67

$100.49

(dollar terms)

(dollar terms)

(dollar terms)
Debt payments sum log
(dollar terms)

Liquid assets (month-end savings – debt) 1

0.976

% changes

5.58

(dollar terms)

Debt

Coeff

0.721

0.825

0.20%

N

Coeff

0.138

$232.76

$34.44

11,197

$869.16

11,173

% changes

N

14.80%

11,668

$294.82

0.074*

33.92%

11,207

7.15

0.109

0.051*

11.52%

11,183

$1,274.11

$146.73

11,173

29.43

1.38

0.000***

4.69%

11,183

12,574

6.24

0.041

0.608

4.19%

12,574

$512.86

$21.46

12,574

16.64

0.101

0.743

0.61%

12,574

-0.32%

8,503

735.38

-1.51

0.113

-0.21%

9,131

-90.46%

4,325

4.71

0.040

0.772

-77.91%

4,257

$111.05

-$86.52

7.98

0.036

0.441

3.67%

3,499

$2,921.93

$107.11

-$4,374.94

$162.48

0.746

-3.71%

4,243

-1.94%

5.45

P-value

0.012**

1.61%

11,703

Control Mean

3,484

4,313

* = p<0.10 significance; ** = p<0.05 significance; *** = p<0.01 significance
¹ Extreme values (top and bottom 1% of observations) winsorized (censored to the 1st and 99th percentile values) due to high variance
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Table 4.2a: TOT effects at fixed timeframes after contact, with controls for baseline of outcome,
baseline of estimated income, and baseline FICO
3 months after contact

6 months after contact

Outcome Variable
Control Mean

Month-end savings balance log

Savings

P-value

-0.013

$391.51

-$5.06

Net savings transactions sum1

$440.27

$935.84

0.025**

212.56%

Savings deposits sum log

4.37

0.834

0.053*

130.25%

$79.04

$102.96

Savings deposits count

7.91

3.52

0.001***

44.50%

Savings withdrawals sum log

2.19

0.609

0.302

83.86%

$8.94

$7.49

Savings withdrawals count

4.36

1.210

0.123

27.75%

FICO

725.96

-2.57

0.630

Month-end debt balance log

4.97

-0.612

0.391

$144.03

-$65.93

6.41

0.328

$607.89

$235.98

-$5,430.33

-$19.07

(dollar terms)

(dollar terms)

(dollar terms)
Debt payments sum log
(dollar terms)

Liquid assets (month-end savings – debt) 1

0.963

% changes

5.97

(dollar terms)

Debt

Coeff

0.327

0.993

-1.29%

N

Coeff

0.285

$304.90

$100.55

11,092

$606.28

11,065

% changes

N

32.98%

11,270

$1,393.38

0.035**

229.82%

11,167

5.83

0.500

0.197

64.87%

11,144

$340.36

$220.80

11,065

15.05

3.92

0.004***

26.05%

11,144

12,529

4.23

0.235

0.670

26.49%

12,574

$68.72

$18.20

12,529

8.84

0.686

0.551

7.76%

12,574

-0.35%

8,213

724.77

-5.14

0.295

-0.71%

8,860

-45.77%

3,607

4.94

-0.112

0.866

-10.60%

4,202

$139.77

-$14.81

7.26

0.082

0.786

8.55%

3,395

$1,422.26

$121.54

-$5,112.59

-$875.37

0.701

17.12%

4,191

0.35%

5.72

P-value

0.325

38.82%

9,576

Control Mean

3,239

3,597

* = p<0.10 significance; ** = p<0.05 significance; *** = p<0.01 significance
¹ Extreme values (top and bottom 1% of observations) winsorized (censored to the 1st and 99th percentile values) due to high variance
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Table 4.2b: TOT effects at fixed timeframes after contact, with controls for baseline of outcome,
baseline of estimated income, and baseline FICO
9 months after contact

12 months after contact

Outcome Variable
Control Mean

Month-end savings balance log

Savings

P-value

0.009

$265.07

$2.40

Net savings transactions sum1

$640.66

$1,241.74

0.143

193.82%

Savings deposits sum log

6.72

0.493

0.150

63.72%

$828.82

$528.14

Savings deposits count

23.28

5.94

0.000***

25.52%

Savings withdrawals sum log

5.58

0.211

0.673

23.49%

$265.07

$62.27

Savings withdrawals count

13.22

-0.020

0.989

-0.15%

FICO

733.44

-13.38

0.012**

Month-end debt balance log

4.79

0.379

0.583

$120.30

$55.44

7.77

0.089

$2,368.47

$220.46

-$5,175.67

$534.94

(dollar terms)

(dollar terms)

(dollar terms)
Debt payments sum log
(dollar terms)

Liquid assets (month-end savings – debt) 1

0.976

% changes

5.58

(dollar terms)

Debt

Coeff

0.721

0.825

0.90%

N

Coeff

0.834

$232.76

$303.17

11,197

$869.16

11,173

% changes

N

130.25%

11,668

$1,763.58

0.074*

202.91%

11,207

7.15

0.650

0.051*

91.55%

11,183

$1274.11

$1166.50

11,173

29.43

8.26

0.000***

28.07%

11,183

12,574

6.24

0.248

0.608

28.15%

12,574

$512.86

$144.35

12,574

16.64

0.616

0.743

3.70%

12,574

-1.82%

8,503

735.38

-9.47

0.114

-1.29%

9,131

46.08%

4,325

4.71

0.214

0.772

23.86%

4,257

$111.05

$26.50

7.98

0.195

0.442

21.53%

3,499

$2,921.93

$629.12

-$4,374.94

$861.45

0.746

-19.69%

4,243

-10.34%

5.45

P-value

0.012**

9.31%

11,703

Control Mean

3,484

4,313

* = p<0.10 significance; ** = p<0.05 significance; *** = p<0.01 significance
¹ Extreme values (top and bottom 1% of observations) winsorized (censored to the 1st and 99th percentile values) due to high variance
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